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Broken Scales Tom Diaz 2021 This book analyzes the
everyday actions of ordinary people in the context of
extreme political and cultural polarization, distort the
criminal justice system and betray the lofty ideals
expressed in American founding documents and centuries
of Anglo-American articulations of basic human rights.
White Flight/Black Flight Rachael A. Woldoff 2011-08-15
Urban residential integration is often fleeting—a brief
snapshot that belies a complex process of racial
turnover in many U.S. cities. White Flight/Black Flight
takes readers inside a neighborhood that has shifted
rapidly and dramatically in race composition over the
last two decades. The book presents a portrait of a
working-class neighborhood in the aftermath of white
flight, illustrating cultural clashes that accompany
racial change as well as common values that transcend
race, from the perspectives of three groups: white
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

stayers, black pioneers, and "second-wave" blacks.
Rachael A. Woldoff offers a fresh look at race and
neighborhoods by documenting a two-stage process of
neighborhood transition and focusing on the perspectives
of two understudied groups: newly arriving black
residents and whites who have stayed in the
neighborhood. Woldoff describes the period of transition
when white residents still remain, though in diminishing
numbers, and a second, less discussed stage of racial
change: black flight. She reveals what happens after
white flight is complete: "Pioneer" blacks flee to other
neighborhoods or else adjust to their new segregated
residential environment by coping with the loss of
relationships with their longer-term white neighbors,
signs of community decline, and conflicts with the
incoming second wave of black neighbors. Readers will
find several surprising and compelling twists to the
white flight story related to positive relations between
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elderly stayers and the striving pioneers, conflict
among black residents, and differences in cultural
understandings of what constitutes crime and disorder.
Race and the Origins of American Neoliberalism Randolph
Hohle 2015-06-12 Why did the United States forsake its
support for public works projects, public schools,
public spaces, and high corporate taxes for the
neoliberal project that uses the state to benefit
businesses at the expense of citizens? The short answer
to this question is race. This book argues that the
white response to the black civil rights movement in the
1950s, '60s, and early '70s inadvertently created the
conditions for emergence of American neoliberalism.
Neoliberalism is the result of an unlikely alliance of
an elite liberal business class and local
segregationists that sought to preserve white privilege
in the civil rights era. The white response drew from a
language of neoliberalism, as they turned inward to
redefine what it meant to be a good white citizen. The
language of neoliberalism depoliticized class tensions
by getting whites to identify as white first, and as
part of a social class second. This book explores the
four pillars of neoliberal policy, austerity,
privatization, deregulation, and tax cuts, and explains
how race created the pretext for the activation of
neoliberal policy. Neoliberalism is not about free
markets. It is about controlling the state to protect
elite white economic privileges.
The Mississippi Encyclopedia Ted Ownby 2017-05-25 The
perfect book for every Mississippian who cares about the
state, this is a mammoth collaboration in which thirty
subject editors suggested topics, over seven hundred
scholars wrote entries, and countless individuals made
suggestions. The volume will appeal to anyone who wants
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

to know more about Mississippi and the people who call
it home. The book will be especially helpful to
students, teachers, and scholars researching, writing
about, or otherwise discovering the state, past and
present. The volume contains entries on every county,
every governor, and numerous musicians, writers,
artists, and activists. Each entry provides an
authoritative but accessible introduction to the topic
discussed. The Mississippi Encyclopedia also features
long essays on agriculture, archaeology, the civil
rights movement, the Civil War, drama, education, the
environment, ethnicity, fiction, folklife, foodways,
geography, industry and industrial workers, law,
medicine, music, myths and representations, Native
Americans, nonfiction, poetry, politics and government,
the press, religion, social and economic history,
sports, and visual art. It includes solid, clear
information in a single volume, offering with clarity
and scholarship a breadth of topics unavailable anywhere
else. This book also includes many surprises readers can
only find by browsing.
Creating the Suburban School Advantage John L. Rury
2020-04-15 Creating the Suburban School Advantage
explains how American suburban school districts gained a
competitive edge over their urban counterparts. John L.
Rury provides a national overview of the process,
focusing on the period between 1950 and 1980, and
presents a detailed study of metropolitan Kansas City, a
region representative of trends elsewhere. While bigcity districts once were widely seen as superior and
attracted families seeking the best educational
opportunities for their children, suburban school
systems grew rapidly in the post–World War II era as
middle-class and more affluent families moved to those
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communities. As Rury relates, at the same time,
economically dislocated African Americans migrated from
the South to center-city neighborhoods, testing the
capacity of urban institutions. As demographic trends
drove this urban-suburban divide, a suburban ethos of
localism contributed to the socioeconomic exclusion that
became a hallmark of outlying school systems. School
districts located wholly or partly within the municipal
boundaries of Kansas City, Missouri, make for revealing
cases that illuminate our understanding of these
national patterns. As Rury demonstrates, struggles to
achieve greater educational equity and desegregation in
urban centers contributed to so-called white flight and
what Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan considered to be a
crisis of urban education in 1965. Despite the often
valiant efforts made to serve inner city children and
bolster urban school districts, this exodus, Rury
cogently argues, created a new metropolitan educational
hierarchy—a mirror image of the urban-centric model that
had prevailed before World War II. The stubborn
perception that suburban schools are superior, based on
test scores and budgets, has persisted into the twentyfirst century and instantiates today's metropolitan
landscape of social, economic, and educational
inequality.
St. Louis School Desegregation Hope C. Rias 2018-12-31
This book examines the history of the school
desegregation movement in St. Louis, Missouri.
Underlining the 2014 killing of Michael Brown as a
catalyst for re-examination of school desegregation,
Rias delves into the connection between contemporary
school segregation and social justice, probing the ways
that “soft racism”—a term the author uses to describe
the non-violent, yet equally harmful, types of protests
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

that opponents of desegregation utilized—has permeated
St. Louis since the days of Brown v. Board of Education.
The chapters feature the voices of those who were
central to the desegregation fight in St. Louis, showing
how the devastating effects of school segregation and
soft racism linger today.
Encyclopedia of Race, Ethnicity, and Society Richard T.
Schaefer 2008-03-20 "This ambitious undertaking touches
all bases, is highly accessible, and provides a solid
starting point for further exploration." —School Library
Journal This three-volume reference presents a
comprehensive look at the role race and ethnicity play
in society and in our daily lives.. The Encyclopedia of
Race, Ethnicity, and Society offers informative coverage
of intergroup relations in the United States and the
comparative examination of race and ethnicity worldwide.
Containing nearly 600 entries, this resource provides a
foundation to understanding as well as researching
racial and ethnic diversity from a multidisciplinary
perspective. Key Features Describes over a hundred
racial and ethnic groups, with additional thematic
essays discussing broad topics that cut across group
boundaries and impact society at large Addresses other
issues of inequality that often intersect with the
primary focus on race and ethnicity, such as ability,
age, class, gender, and sexual orientation Brings
together the most distinguished authorities possible,
with 375 contributors from 14 different countries Offers
broad historical coverage,, ranging from "Kennewick Man"
to the "Emancipation Proclamation" to "Hip-Hop" Presents
over 90 maps to help the reader comprehend the source of
nationalities or the distribution of ethnic or racial
groups Provides an easy-to-use statistical appendix with
the latest data and carefully selected historical
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comparisons Key Themes · Biographies · Community and
Urban Issues · Concepts and Theories · Criminal Justice
· Economics and Stratification · Education · Gender and
Family · Global Perspectives · Health and Social Welfare
· Immigration and Citizenship · Legislation, Court
Decisions, and Treaties · Media, Sports, and
Entertainment · Organizations · Prejudice and
Discrimination · Public Policy · Racial, Ethnic, and
Nationality Groups · Religion · Sociopolitical Movements
and Conflicts
When Heaven and Earth Collide Alan Cross 2014-02-05 When
Heaven and Earth Collide is an investigation into what
went wrong in the American South in regard to race and
religion—and how things can be and are being made right.
Why, in a land filled with Christian churches, was there
such racial oppression and division? Why didn’t white
evangelicals do more to bring racial reconciliation to
the South during the 19th and 20th centuries? These
questions are asked and answered through an exploration
of history, politics, economics, philosophy, and social
and theological studies that uncovers the hidden impetus
behind racism and demonstrates how we can still make
many of the same errors today—just perhaps in different
ways. The investigation finally leads us in hopeful
directions involving how to live out the better way of
Jesus with an eye on heaven in a world still burdened
and broken under the sins of the past.
White Flight Kevin M. Kruse 2013-07-11 During the civil
rights era, Atlanta thought of itself as "The City Too
Busy to Hate," a rare place in the South where the races
lived and thrived together. Over the course of the 1960s
and 1970s, however, so many whites fled the city for the
suburbs that Atlanta earned a new nickname: "The City
Too Busy Moving to Hate." In this reappraisal of racial
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

politics in modern America, Kevin Kruse explains the
causes and consequences of "white flight" in Atlanta and
elsewhere. Seeking to understand segregationists on
their own terms, White Flight moves past simple
stereotypes to explore the meaning of white resistance.
In the end, Kruse finds that segregationist resistance,
which failed to stop the civil rights movement,
nevertheless managed to preserve the world of
segregation and even perfect it in subtler and stronger
forms. Challenging the conventional wisdom that white
flight meant nothing more than a literal movement of
whites to the suburbs, this book argues that it
represented a more important transformation in the
political ideology of those involved. In a provocative
revision of postwar American history, Kruse demonstrates
that traditional elements of modern conservatism, such
as hostility to the federal government and faith in free
enterprise, underwent important transformations during
the postwar struggle over segregation. Likewise, white
resistance gave birth to several new conservative
causes, like the tax revolt, tuition vouchers, and
privatization of public services. Tracing the journey of
southern conservatives from white supremacy to white
suburbia, Kruse locates the origins of modern American
politics. Some images inside the book are unavailable
due to digital copyright restrictions.
Catholics in the Vatican II Era Kathleen Sprows Cummings
2017-10-31 Debates about the meaning of Vatican II and
its role in modern Catholic and global history have
largely focused on close theological study of its
authoritative documents. This volume of newly
commissioned essays contends that the historical
significance of the council is best examined where these
messages encountered the particular circumstances of the
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modern world: in local dioceses around the world. Each
author examines the social, political, and domestic
circumstances of a diocese, asking how they produced a
distinctive lived experience of the Council and its
aftermath. How did the Council change relationships and
institutions? What was it like for laymen and women, for
clergy, for nuns, for powerful first-world dioceses and
for those in what we now know as the global south? A
comparative reading of these chapters affords insights
into these dimensions of Vatican II, and will spark a
new generation of research into the history of 20th
century Catholicism as both international and local.
Twenty-First Century Gateways Audrey Singer 2009-04-01
While federal action on immigration faces an uncertain
future, states, cities and suburban municipalities craft
their own responses to immigration. Twenty-First-Century
Gateways, focuses on the fastest-growing immigrant
populations in metropolitan areas with previously low
levels of immigration—places such as Atlanta, Austin,
Charlotte, Dallas-Fort Worth, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
Phoenix, Portland, Sacramento, and Washington, D.C.
These places are typical of the newest, largest
immigrant gateways to America, characterized by postWWII growth, recent burgeoning immigrant populations,
and predominantly suburban settlement. More immigrants,
both legal and undocumented, arrived in the United
States during the 1990s than in any other decade on
record. That growth has continued more slowly since the
Great Recession; nonetheless the U.S. immigrant
population has doubled since 1990. Many immigrants
continued to move into traditional urban centers such as
New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, but burgeoning
numbers were attracted by the economic and housing
opportunities of fast-growing metropolitan areas and
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

their largely suburban settings. The pace of change in
this new geography of immigration has presented many
local areas with challenges—social, fiscal, and
political. Edited by Audrey Singer, Susan W. Hardwick,
and Caroline B. Brettell, Twenty-First-Century Gateways
provides in-depth, comparative analysis of immigration
trends and local policy responses in America's newest
gateways. The case examples by a group of leading
multidisciplinary immigration scholars explore the
challenges of integrating newcomers in the specific
gateways, as well as their impact on suburban
infrastructure such as housing, transportation, schools,
health care, economic development, and public safety.
The changes and trends dissected in this book present a
critically important understanding of the reshaping of
the United States today and the future impact of
immigration, vital as the nation and metropolitan areas
face changes to immigration policy.
Imagining Religious Communities Jennifer B. Saunders
2019-07-05 Imagining Religious Communities tells the
story of the Gupta family through the personal and
religious narratives they tell as they create and
maintain their extended family and community across
national borders. Based on ethnographic research, the
book demonstrates the ways that transnational
communities are involved in shaping their experiences
through narrative performances. Jennifer B. Saunders
demonstrates that narrative performances shape
participants' social realities in multiple ways: they
define identities, they create connections between
community members living on opposite sides of national
borders, and they help create new homes amidst
increasing mobility. The narratives are religious and
include epic narratives such as excerpts from the
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Ramayana as well as personal narratives with dharmic
implications. Saunders' analysis combines scholarly
understandings of the ways in which performances shape
the contexts in which they are told, indigenous
comprehension of the power that reciting certain
narratives can have on those who hear them, and the
theory that social imaginaries define new social
realities through expressing the aspirations of
communities. Imagining Religious Communities argues that
this Hindu community's religious narrative performances
significantly contribute to shaping their transnational
lives.
Encyclopedia of African American History, 1896 to the
Present: J-N Paul Finkelman 2009 Alphabetically-arranged
entries from J to N that explores significant events,
major persons, organizations, and political and social
movements in African-American history from 1896 to the
twenty-first-century.
The Magnificent Mays John Herbert Roper, Sr. 2012-08-15
Civil rights activist, writer, theologian, preacher, and
educator, Benjamin Elijah Mays (1894–1984) was one of
the most distinguished South Carolinians of the
twentieth century. He influenced the lives of
generations of students as a dean and professor of
religion at Howard University and as longtime president
of Morehouse College in Atlanta. In addition to his
personal achievements, Mays was also a mentor and
teacher to Julian Bond, founder of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee; future Atlanta mayor
Maynard Jackson; writer, preacher, and theologian Howard
Washington Thurman; and the Reverend Martin Luther King,
Jr. In this comprehensive biography of Mays, John
Herbert Roper, Sr., chronicles the harsh realities of
Mays’s early life and career in the segregated South and
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

crafts an inspirational, compelling portrait of one of
the most influential African American intellectuals in
modern history. Born at the turn of the century in rural
Edgefield County, South Carolina, Mays was the youngest
son of former slaves turned tenant farmers. At just four
years of age, he experienced the brutal injustice of the
Jim Crow era when he witnessed the bloody 1898 Phoenix
Riot, sparked by black citizens’ attempts to exercise
their voting rights. In the early 1930s Mays discovered
the teachings of Mohandas Gandhi and traveled to India
in 1938 to confer with him about his methods of
nonviolent protest. An honoree of the South Carolina
Hall of Fame and recipient of forty-nine honorary
degrees, Mays strived tirelessly against racial
prejudices and social injustices throughout his career.
In addition to his contributions to education and
theology, Mays also worked with the National Urban
League to improve housing, employment, and health
conditions for African Americans, and he played a major
role in the integration of the Young Men’s Christian
Association (YMCA). With honest appreciation and fervent
admiration for Mays’s many accomplishments and lasting
legacy, Roper deftly captures the heart and passion of
his subject, his lifelong quest for social equality, and
his unwavering faith in the potential for good in the
American people.
La Gente Lorena V. Márquez 2020 La Gente traces the rise
of the Chicana/o Movement in Sacramento and the role of
everyday people in galvanizing a collective to seek
lasting and transformative change during the 1960s and
1970s. In their efforts to be self-determined, la gente
contested multiple forms of oppression at school, at
work sites, and in their communities. Though diverse in
their cultural and generational backgrounds, la gente
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were constantly negotiating acts of resistance,
especially when their lives, the lives of their
children, their livelihoods, or their households were at
risk. Historian Lorena V. Márquez documents early
community interventions to challenge the prevailing
notions of desegregation by barrio residents, providing
a look at one of the first cases of outright resistance
to desegregation efforts by ethnic Mexicans. She also
shares the story of workers in the Sacramento area who
initiated and won the first legal victory against
canneries for discriminating against brown and black
workers and women, and demonstrates how the community
crossed ethnic barriers when it established the first
accredited Chicana/o and Native American community
college in the nation. Márquez shows that the Chicana/o
Movement was not solely limited to a handful of
organizations or charismatic leaders. Rather, it
encouraged those that were the most marginalized--the
working poor, immigrants and/or the undocumented, and
the undereducated--to fight for their rights on the
premise that they too were contributing and deserving
members of society.
Carry the Rock Jay Jennings 2010-09-14 In 1957, nine
African American teenagers faced angry mobs and the
resistance of a segregationist governor to claim their
right to educational equality. The bravery of the Little
Rock Nine, as they became known, captured the country's
imagination and made history but created deep scars in
the community. Jay Jennings, a veteran sportswriter and
native son of Little Rock, returned to his hometown to
take the pulse of the city and the school as the
fiftieth anniversary of the integration fight
approached. He found a compelling story in the school's
football team, where black and white students came
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

together under longtime coach Bernie Cox, whose
philosophy of discipline and responsibility and
punishing brand of physical football know no color. A
very private man, Cox nevertheless allowed Jennings full
access to the team, from a preseason program in July
through the Tigers' final game in November. In the
season Jennings masterfully chronicles, the coach finds
his ideas sorely tested in his attempts to unify the
team, and the result is a story brimming with humor,
compassion, frustration, and honesty. Carry the Rock
tells the story of the dramatic ups and downs of a high
school football season, and it reveals a city struggling
with its legacy of racial tension and grappling with
complex, subtle issues of contemporary segregation. What
Friday Night Lights did for small-town Texas, Carry the
Rock does for the urban south and for any place like
Little Rock, where sports, race, and community
intersect.
Gwinnett County, Georgia, and the Transformation of the
American South, 1818-2018 Matthew Hild 2022-07-15 In
Gwinnett County’s two hundred years, the area has been
western, southern, rural, suburban, and now increasingly
urban. Its stories include the displacement of Native
peoples, white settlement, legal battles over Indian
Removal, slavery and cotton, the Civil War and the Lost
Cause, New South railroad and town development,
Reconstruction and Jim Crow, business development and
finance in a national economy, a Populist uprising and
Black outmigration, the entrance of women into the
political arena, the evolution of cotton culture, the
development of modern infrastructure, and the
transformation from rural to suburban to a multicultural
urbanizing place. Gwinnett, as its chamber of commerce
likes to say, has it all. However, Gwinnett has yet to
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be the focus of a major historical exploration—until
now. Through a compilation of essays written by
professional historians with expertise in a diverse
array of eras and fields, Michael Gagnon and Matthew
Hild’s collection finally tells these stories in a
systematic way—avoiding the pitfalls of nonprofessional
local histories that tend to ignore issues of race,
class, or gender. While not claiming to be
comprehensive, this book provides general readers and
scholars alike with a glimpse at Gwinnett through the
ages.
Free Enterprise Lawrence B. Glickman 2019-08-20 An
incisive look at the intellectual and cultural history
of free enterprise and its influence on American
politics Throughout the twentieth century, “free
enterprise” has been a contested keyword in American
politics, and the cornerstone of a conservative
philosophy that seeks to limit government involvement
into economic matters. Lawrence B. Glickman shows how
the idea first gained traction in American discourse and
was championed by opponents of the New Deal. Those
politicians, believing free enterprise to be a
fundamental American value, held it up as an antidote to
a liberalism that they maintained would lead toward
totalitarian statism. Tracing the use of the concept of
free enterprise, Glickman shows how it has both
constrained and transformed political dialogue. He
presents a fascinating look into the complex history,
and marketing, of an idea that forms the linchpin of the
contemporary opposition to government regulation,
taxation, and programs such as Medicare.
Race and Education, 1954-2007 Raymond Wolters 2008
"Retracing Supreme Court decisions on race and education
beginning with the Brown v. Board of Education decision,
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

Wolters distinguishes between desegregation and
integration and shows how devastating educational and
cultural consequences resulted from subsequent Supreme
Court decisions that conflated the two and led to racial
balancing policies that have backfired"--Provided by
publisher.
Making Cities Global A. K. Sandoval-Strausz 2017-09-20
Making Cities Global argues that combining urban history
with a transnational approach leads to a better
understanding of our increasingly interconnected world.
In order to achieve prosperity, peace, and
sustainability in metropolitan areas in the present and
into the future, we must understand their historical
origins and development.
Hate Thy Neighbor Jeannine Bell 2013-06-08 “Hate They
Neighbor shows in devastating detail the rise and
persistence of tactics for preventing residential racial
integration, starting in the 20th century and continuing
into the present. Although many minorities can find good
housing in areas they can afford, just enough of their
neighbors still greet them with cross-burnings,
firebombs, and violence to send an ongoing warning:
integrate at your own risk." —Amanda I. Seligman,
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Despite increasing
racial tolerance and national diversity, neighborhood
segregation remains a very real problem in cities across
America. Scholars, government officials, and the general
public have long attempted to understand why segregation
persists despite efforts to combat it, traditionally
focusing on the issue of “white flight,” or the idea
that white residents will move to other areas if their
neighborhood becomes integrated. In Hate Thy Neighbor,
Jeannine Bell expands upon these understandings by
investigating a little-examined but surprisingly
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prevalent problem of “move-in violence:” the antiintegration violence directed by white residents at
minorities who move into their neighborhoods.
Apprehensive about their new neighbors and worried about
declining property values, these residents resort to
extra-legal violence and intimidation tactics, often
using vandalism and verbal harassment to combat what
they view as a violation of their territory. Hate Thy
Neighbor is the first work to seriously examine the role
violence plays in maintaining housing segregation,
illustrating how intimidation and fear are employed to
force minorities back into separate neighborhoods and
prevent meaningful integration. Drawing on evidence that
includes in-depth interviews with ordinary citizens and
analysis of Fair Housing Act cases, Bell provides a
moving examination of how neighborhood racial violence
is enabled today and how it harms not only the victims,
but entire communities. By finally shedding light on
this disturbing phenomenon, Hate Thy Neighbor not only
enhances our understanding of how prevalent segregation
and this type of hate-crime remain, but also offers
insightful analysis of a complex mix of remedies that
can work to address this difficult problem. Jeannine
Bell is Professor of Law at IU Maurer School of LawBloomington. She is the author of Policing Hatred: Law
Enforcement, Civil Rights, and Hate Crime; Police and
Policing Law; and Gaining Access to Research Sites: A
Practical and Theoretical Guide for Qualitative
Researchers (with Martha Feldman and Michele Berger).
Shades of White Flight Mark T. Mulder 2015-03-12 Since
World War II, historians have analyzed a phenomenon of
“white flight” plaguing the urban areas of the northern
United States. One of the most interesting cases of
“white flight” occurred in the Chicago neighborhoods of
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

Englewood and Roseland, where seven entire church
congregations from one denomination, the Christian
Reformed Church, left the city in the 1960s and 1970s
and relocated their churches to nearby suburbs. In
Shades of White Flight, sociologist Mark T. Mulder
investigates the migration of these Chicago church
members, revealing how these churches not only failed to
inhibit white flight, but actually facilitated the
congregations’ departure. Using a wealth of both
archival and interview data, Mulder sheds light on the
forces that shaped these midwestern neighborhoods and
shows that, surprisingly, evangelical religion fostered
both segregation as well as the decline of urban
stability. Indeed, the Roseland and Englewood stories
show how religion—often used to foster community and
social connectedness—can sometimes help to disintegrate
neighborhoods. Mulder describes how the Dutch CRC formed
an insular social circle that focused on the local
church and Christian school—instead of the local park or
square or market—as the center point of the community.
Rather than embrace the larger community, the CRC
subculture sheltered themselves and their families
within these two places. Thus it became relatively
easy—when black families moved into the neighborhood—to
sell the church and school and relocate in the suburbs.
This is especially true because, in these congregations,
authority rested at the local church level and in fact
they owned the buildings themselves. Revealing how a
dominant form of evangelical church
polity—congregationalism—functioned within the larger
phenomenon of white flight, Shades of White Flight lends
new insights into the role of religion and how it can
affect social change, not always for the better.
Race and Ethnicity in America: From Pre-contact to the
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Present [4 volumes] Russell M. Lawson 2019-10-11 Divided
into four volumes, Race and Ethnicity in America
provides a complete overview of the history of racial
and ethnic relations in America, from pre-contact to the
present. Contextualizes the political experiences and
contributions of minorities within American politics,
society, and culture Includes people of color (e.g.,
African Americans, Latinos, Asians, and American
Indians), those of mixed races, and ethnic groups that
experienced minority status in politics, particularly in
the 19th century (e.g., Irish, Jewish, Italian) Features
chronological organization as well as a historical
overview and timeline for contextual understanding and
ease of reference Comprises A–Z entries that detail the
political, social, and cultural histories of racial and
ethnic minority groups, and concludes with a curated
selection of key primary source documents Provides
cross-disciplinary information that explores the
experiences of racial and ethnic minorities in America
over a period of five hundred years through history and
social studies, political science, and ethnic studies
The Myth of Southern Exceptionalism Matthew D. Lassiter
2009-11-19 More than one-third of the population of the
United States now lives in the South, a region where
politics, race relations, and the economy have changed
dramatically since World War II. Yet historians and
journalists continue to disagree over whether the modern
South is dominating, deviating from, or converging with
the rest of the nation. Has the time come to declare the
end of southern history? And how do the stories of
American history change if the South is no longer seen
as a region apart--as the conservative counterpoint to a
liberal national ideal? The Myth of Southern
Exceptionalism challenges the idea of southern
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

distinctiveness in order to offer a new way of thinking
about modern American history. For too long, the belief
in an exceptional South has encouraged distortions and
generalizations about the nation's otherwise liberal
traditions, especially by compartmentalizing themes of
racism, segregation, and political conservatism in one
section of the country. This volume dismantles popular
binaries--of de facto versus de jure segregation, red
state conservatism versus blue state liberalism, the
"South" versus the "North"--to rewrite the history of
region and nation alike. Matthew Lassiter and Joseph
Crespino present thirteen essays--framed by their
provocative introduction--that reinterpret major topics
such as the civil rights movement in the South and the
North, the relationship between conservative backlash
and liberal reform throughout the country, the rise of
the Religious Right as a national phenomenon, the
emergence of the metropolitan Sunbelt, and increasing
suburban diversity in a multiracial New South. By
writing American history across regional borders, this
volume spends as much time outside as inside the
traditional boundaries of the South, moving from
Mississippi to New York City, from Southern California
to South Carolina, from Mexico to Atlanta, from
Hollywood to the Newport Folk Festival, and from the
Pentagon to the Attica prison rebellion.
Niet door water, maar door vuur James Baldwin 2018-10-09
Niet door water, maar door vuur deed Amerika opschrikken
toen het in 1963 uitkwam. In twee persoonlijke,
gepassioneerde brieven schrijft James Baldwin over
liefde, geloof en hypocrisie in het ‘land van de
vrijheid’ en wat het betekent om zwart te zijn in
Amerika. Het boek groeide uit tot een van de
invloedrijkste teksten over rassenrelaties ooit.
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One in Christ Karen J. Johnson 2018-07-02 Today, the
images of Catholic priests and nuns marching in 1960s
civil rights protests are iconic. Their cassocks and
habits clothed the movement in sacred garments. But by
the time of those protests Catholic Civil Rights
activism already had a long history, one in which the
religious leadership of the Church played, at best, a
supporting role. Instead, it was laypeople, first
African Americans and then, as they found white
partners, black and white Catholics working together,
who shaped the movement- regular people who, in selfconsciously Catholic ways, devoted their time, energy,
and prayers to what they called "interracial justice," a
vision of economic, social, religious, and civil
equality. Karen J. Johnson tells the story of Catholic
interracial activism from the bottom up through the
lives of a group of women and men in Chicago who
struggled with one another, their Church, and their city
to try to live their Catholic faith in a new, and what
they thought was more complete and true, way. Black
activists found a handful of white laypeople, some of
whom later became priests, who believed in their vision
of a universal church in the segregated city. Together,
they began to fight for interracial justice, all while
knitted together in sometimes-contentious friendship as
members of the Mystical Body of Christ. In the end, not
only had Catholic activists lived out their faith as
active participants in the long civil rights movement
and learned how to cooperate, and indeed love, across
racial lines, but they had changed the practice of
Catholicism. They broke down the hierarchy that placed
priests above the laity and crossed the parish
boundaries that defined urban Catholicism. Chicago was a
vital laboratory in what became a national story. One in
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

Christ traces the development of Catholic interracial
activism, revealing the ways religion and race combined
both to enforce racial hierarchies and to tear them
down, and demonstrating that we cannot understand race
and civil rights in the North without accounting for
religion.
Education for Empire Clif Stratton 2016-01-19 Education
for Empire brings together topics in American history
often treated separately: schools, race, immigration,
and empire building. During the Gilded Age and
Progressive Era, American imperial ambitions abroad
expanded as the country's public school system grew. How
did this imperialism affect public education? School
officials, teachers, and textbook authors used public
education to place children, both native and foreignborn, on multiple uneven paths to citizenship. Using
case studies from around the country, Clif Stratton
deftly shows that public schooling and colonialism were
intimately intertwined. This book reveals how
students—from Asians in the U.S. West and Hawai‘i to
blacks in the South, Mexicans in the Southwest, and
Puerto Ricans in the Caribbean and New York
City—grappled with the expectations of citizenship
imposed by nationalist professionals at the helm of
curriculum and policy. Students of American history,
American studies, and the history of education will find
Education for Empire an eminently valuable book.
Threatening Property Elizabeth A. Herbin-Triant
2019-05-28 White supremacists determined what African
Americans could do and where they could go in the Jim
Crow South, but they were less successful in deciding
where black people could live because different groups
of white supremacists did not agree on the question of
residential segregation. In Threatening Property,
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Elizabeth A. Herbin-Triant investigates early-twentiethcentury campaigns for residential segregation laws in
North Carolina to show how the version of white
supremacy supported by middle-class white people
differed from that supported by the elites. Class
divides prevented Jim Crow from expanding to the extent
that it would require separate neighborhoods for black
and white southerners as in apartheid South Africa.
Herbin-Triant details the backlash against the economic
successes of African Americans among middle-class
whites, who claimed that they wished to protect property
values and so campaigned for residential segregation
laws both in the city and the countryside, where their
actions were modeled on South Africa’s Natives Land Act.
White elites blocked these efforts, primarily because it
was against their financial interest to remove the black
workers that they employed in their homes, farms, and
factories. Herbin-Triant explores what the split over
residential segregation laws reveals about competing
versions of white supremacy and about the position of
middling whites in a region dominated by elite planters
and businessmen. An illuminating work of social and
political history, Threatening Property puts class front
and center in explaining conflict over the expansion of
segregation laws into private property.
The Social History of the American Family Marilyn J.
Coleman 2014-09-02 The American family has come a long
way from the days of the idealized family portrayed in
iconic television shows of the 1950s and 1960s. The four
volumes of The Social History of the American Family
explore the vital role of the family as the fundamental
social unit across the span of American history.
Experiences of family life shape so much of an
individual’s development and identity, yet the patterns
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

of family structure, family life, and family transition
vary across time, space, and socioeconomic contexts.
Both the definition of who or what counts as family and
representations of the “ideal” family have changed over
time to reflect changing mores, changing living
standards and lifestyles, and increased levels of social
heterogeneity. Available in both digital and print
formats, this carefully balanced academic work
chronicles the social, cultural, economic, and political
aspects of American families from the colonial period to
the present. Key themes include families and culture
(including mass media), families and religion, families
and the economy, families and social issues, families
and social stratification and conflict, family
structures (including marriage and divorce, gender
roles, parenting and children, and mixed and non-modal
family forms), and family law and policy. Features:
Approximately 600 articles, richly illustrated with
historical photographs and color photos in the digital
edition, provide historical context for students. A
collection of primary source documents demonstrate
themes across time. The signed articles, with cross
references and Further Readings, are accompanied by a
Reader’s Guide, Chronology of American Families,
Resource Guide, Glossary, and thorough index. The Social
History of the American Family is an ideal reference for
students and researchers who want to explore political
and social debates about the importance of the family
and its evolving constructions.
The Blessings of Business Darren E. Grem 2016-05-02 The
Book of Matthew cautions readers that "Ye cannot serve
God and mammon." But for at least a century conservative
American Protestants have been trying to prove that
adage wrong. In The Blessings of Business, Darren E.
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Grem argues that while preachers, activists, and
politicians have all helped spread the gospel, American
evangelicalism owes its enduring strength in a large
part to private enterprise. Grem argues for a new
history of American evangelicalism, demonstrating how
its adherents strategically used corporate America--its
leaders, businesses, money, ideas, and values--to
advance their religious, cultural, and political
movement. Beginning before the First World War,
conservative evangelicals were able to use businessmen
and business methods to retain and expand their public
influence in a secularizing, diversifying, and
liberalizing age. In the process they became beholden to
pro-business stances on matters of theology, race,
gender, taxation, trade, and the state, transforming
evangelicalism itself into as much of an economic
movement as a religious one. The Blessings of Business
tells the story of unlikely partnerships between wellknown champions of the evangelical movement such as
Billy Graham and largely forgotten businessmen like
Herbert Taylor, J. Howard Pew, and R.G. LeTourneau. Grem
also shows how evangelicals set up their own probusiness organizations and linked the quarterly and
yearly growth of "Christian" businesses to their social,
religious, and political aspirations. Fascinating and
provocative, The Blessings of Business uncovers the
strong ties that conservative Christians have forged
between the Almighty and the almighty dollar.
A History of Prejudice Gyanendra Pandey 2013-03-25 This
is a book about prejudice and democracy, and the
prejudice of democracy. In comparing the historical
struggles of two geographically disparate populations Indian Dalits (once known as Untouchables) and African
Americans - Gyanendra Pandey, the leading subaltern
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

historian, examines the multiple dimensions of prejudice
in two of the world's leading democracies. The
juxtaposition of two very different locations and
histories, and within each of them of varying public and
private narratives of struggle, allows for an uncommon
analysis of the limits of citizenship in modern
societies and states. Pandey, with his characteristic
delicacy, probes the histories of his protagonists to
uncover a shadowy world where intolerance and
discrimination are part of both public and private
lives. This unusual and sobering book is revelatory in
its exploration of the contradictory history of promise
and denial that is common to the official narratives of
nations such as India and the United States and the
ideologies of many opposition movements.
Political Speech as a Weapon: Microaggression in a
Changing Racial and Ethnic Environment Sylvia GonzalezGorman 2018-09-20 Provides a penetrating examination of
how political rhetoric from public officials creates
tensions via microaggression cues due to changing
demographics, campaign rhetoric, and the use of social
media. • Explains how hostile rhetoric by public
officials can lead to the marginalization of groups and
a polarizing environment • Suggests that political
discourse is used to accentuate cultural differences due
to changing demographics in the United States •
Illustrates that microaggression cues are a pervasive
and damaging component of the U.S. political culture •
Appropriate reading for anyone interested in or students
of modern social movements, U.S. media and politics,
race and ethnicity, political behavior, social
psychology, and Latino American or African American
studies
The Highs and Lows of Little Five Robert Hartle Jr.
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2010-02-12 Atlanta's Little Five Points, the city's
first Neighborhood Commercial District, stands out as
one of the most distinctive shopping districts in the
Southeast. There have been quite a few ups and downs in
the area's history, but ultimately the dedicated,
passionate individuals who made L5P what it is today
handled them with perseverance and foresight, creating
unique, independently owned stores that draw the most
eclectic mix of people found anywhere in Atlanta. The
cultural melting pot created by these stores is what
makes Little Five Points such a popular destination for
both locals and tourists. Join author Robert Hartle Jr.
as he tells the story of the revitalization of Little
Five Points, including firsthand accounts from longtime
L5P business owners who were actually there and who
helped to save the area from the many threats to its
survival.
Deze waarheden Jill Lepore 2020-06-30 Deze waarheden is
de briljante weerslag van de bewogen geschiedenis van de
Verenigde Staten. In fonkelend proza beschrijft Jill
Lepore de worsteling van Amerika met haar eigen historie
en met de fundamentele waarheden waarop zij als natie is
gebouwd: gelijkheid van alle mensen, soevereiniteit, en
het recht op leven, vrijheid en het streven naar geluk.
Dit boek voorziet die worsteling van historische
context. Een erudiete, messcherpe analyse van de
Amerikaanse politiek, het recht, de journalistiek, de
technologie, de erfenis van de slavernij, de blijvende
ongelijkheid. Bekende en onbekende Amerikanen bevolken
het relaas: presidenten en schurken, rijken en
armoedzaaiers, wetenschappers en kunstenaars – en dragen
bij aan Lepore’s meeslepende verhaal.
The Propagandists' Playbook Francesca Bolla Tripodi
2022-08-16 An examination of what algorithmic
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

polarization means for society and how conservative
elites use media literacy tactics to spread propaganda
The Propagandists’ Playbook peels back the layers of the
right-wing media manipulation machine to reveal why its
strategies are so effective and pervasive, while also
humanizing the people whose worldviews and media
practices conservatism embodies. Based on interviews and
ethnographic observations of two Republican groups over
the course of the 2018 Virginia gubernatorial
race—including the author’s firsthand experience of the
2017 Unite the Right rally—the book considers how Google
algorithms, YouTube playlists, pundits, and politicians
can manipulate audiences, reaffirm beliefs, and expose
audiences to more extremist ideas, blurring the lines
between reality and fiction. Francesca Tripodi argues
that conservatives who embody the Christian worldview
give authoritative weight to original texts and
interrogate the media using the same tools taught to
them in Bible study—for example, using Google to “fact
check” the news. The result of this practice, tied to
conservative marketing tactics, is more than a
reaffirmation of existing beliefs: it is a
radicalization of content and a changing of narratives
adopted by the media. Tripodi also demonstrates the
pervasiveness of white supremacy in the conservative
media ecosystem, as well as its mainstream appeal,
scope, and spread.
Making Foreigners Kunal M. Parker 2015-09-02 This book
connects the history of immigration with histories of
Native Americans, African Americans, women, the poor,
Latino/a Americans and Asian Americans.
Amsterdam Russell Shorto 2013-09-19 Russell Shorto
Amsterdam Amsterdam is wereldberoemd. Iedereen kent de
grachten en de Wallen, de musea en de coffeeshops, de
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fietsers en de trams, en natuurlijk de tolerantie die al
eeuwenlang een voorbeeld is voor de hele westerse
wereld. Schrijver en journalist Russell Shorto verbleef
enkele jaren in Amsterdam, op zoek naar de oorsprong van
deze tolerantie. In Amsterdam vertelt Russell Shorto de
rijke geschiedenis van de meest vrijzinnige stad ter
wereld. Van de aanleg van de eerste grachten in de
veertiende eeuw tot het begin van de eenentwintigste
eeuw, waarin de zo gekoesterde vrijzinnige idealen onder
vuur liggen. `Shorto houdt van de stad, ik van zijn
boek. Job Cohen
Workers on Arrival Joe William Trotter, Jr. 2021-01-21
"An eloquent and essential correction to contemporary
discussions of the American working class."--The Nation
From the ongoing issues of poverty, health, housing and
employment to the recent upsurge of lethal policecommunity relations, the black working class stands at
the center of perceptions of social and racial conflict
today. Journalists and public policy analysts often
discuss the black poor as "consumers" rather than
"producers," as "takers" rather than "givers," and as
"liabilities" instead of "assets." In his engrossing new
history, Workers on Arrival, Joe William Trotter, Jr.
refutes these perceptions by charting the black working
class's vast contributions to the making of America.
Covering the last four hundred years since Africans were
first brought to Virginia in 1619, Trotter traces black
workers' complicated journey from the transatlantic
slave trade through the American Century to the demise
of the industrial order in the 21st century. At the
center of this compelling, fast-paced narrative are the
actual experiences of these African American men and
women. A dynamic and vital history of remarkable
contributions despite repeated setbacks, Workers on
white-flight-atlanta-and-the-making-of-modern

Arrival expands our understanding of America's economic
and industrial growth, its cities, ideas, and
institutions, and the real challenges confronting black
urban communities today.
Hidden Figures Margot Lee Shetterly 2017-01-10
***Genomineerd voor 3 Oscars, oa Beste Film, Beste
Scenario (bewerking) en Beste Actrice in een bijrol
(Octavia Spencer).*** Hun namen waren Dorothy, Mary,
Katherine en Christine. En zonder hen had Neil Armstrong
nooit een voet op de maan kunnen zetten. Deze zwarte
vrouwelijke wiskundigen werden tijdens de Tweede
Wereldoorlog door de NASA opgeroepen. Ze werden
'menselijke computers' genoemd, terwijl ze met potloden,
papier en eenvoudige rekenmachines de berekeningen
maakten die nodig waren om ruimtereizen mogelijk te
maken. Maar hun lunch moesten ze aan een aparte tafel
opeten. Hun fascinerende verhaal wordt in dit boek
verteld.
Fault Lines: A History of the United States Since 1974
Kevin M. Kruse 2019-01-08 "A gripping and troubling
account of the origins of our turbulent times.” —Jill
Lepore, author of These Truths: A History of the United
States When—and how—did America become so polarized? In
this masterful history, leading historians Kevin M.
Kruse and Julian E. Zelizer uncover the origins of our
current moment. It all starts in 1974 with the Watergate
crisis, the OPEC oil embargo, desegregation busing riots
in Boston, and the wind-down of the Vietnam War. What
follows is the story of our own lifetimes. It is the
story of ever-widening historical fault lines over
economic inequality, race, gender, and sexual norms
firing up a polarized political landscape. It is also
the story of profound transformations of the media and
our political system fueling the fire. Kruse and
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Zelizer’s Fault Lines is a master class in national
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divisions nearly five decades in the making.
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